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Revolutionary Bath Ball
The bath water is healthier and feels better!
Your skin can return to its natural organic balance!
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When water comes in contact with the media filaments inside the bath fabric pouch, the
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KDF Formula 73. More chlorine is removed faster when there is adequate circulation of the Crystal Ball in the
water.
The quartz crystal mixed with the media reduce the molecular structure of water into smaller
clusters, thereby allowing enhanced sudsing and lathering of soap.
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Healthier Skin
Younger-looking Skin
Manageable Hair
Relief from Dry Scalp

How is it used?
The bath ball dechlorinates the water by placing it into the tub and pulling it through the water with the attached 12"
cord for a few minutes. The 12-inch cord is also used to hang the ball on a hook or fixture to dry between uses.
Please remove it from the bathtube before using the tub to avoid the possibility of stepping on the plastic ball. If
you add more water to the tub while bathing you may swirl the Bath ball through the water for another minute or so
to remove any new chlorine.
For infant bathing
The bath ball is very effective for bathing babies in small tubs or basins (approximately 3 to 5 gallons). A baby's
delicate skin is greatly benefited by removing toxic chlorine. Follow these steps:
Fill your tub or basin with the bath water at your required temperature
Place the bath ball into the water swirl through the water for 3-5 minutes. If you need more hot water just swirl the
bath ball for a few more seconds.
Important: remove bath ball from the tub or basin before placing the baby in the water. While completely safe, the
bath ball is not a tub toy.
Hang the bath ball up to dry after using.
Hot tub and spa use
The bath ball may be used to remove chlorine from hot tubs and spas, but take
longer or require two plastic bails because the greater volume of water than a
bathtub. Very important: Once you have removed chlorine from a hot tub or
spa, you must follow the hot tub or spa manufacturer's instructions on sanitizing
the tubs/spa between uses. If you fail to re-disinfect the tub/spa you could
encourage unwanted bacteria or fungus growth.
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